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Ethno-Religious Violence in Indonesia This book sheds light on the causes and
consequences of ethnic cleansing in the twentieth century Balkans with particular
reference to the former Yugoslavia in the 1990s. In providing a thorough and consistent
analysis of large-scale episodes of ethnic cleansing in modern Balkan history,Politics of
Ethnic Cleansing fills an important gap in existing conflict and peace studies literature.
Offering a top-down interpretation of the expulsion of ethno-national minorities as a
means of state-building, the analysis rests on a fresh, multidimensional approach, which
provides an eclectic discussion of nationalism, politics, and security. This book establishes
an agenda for policy-making and future research by making specific proposalsfor clearing
up the present ambiguities in international humanitarian law related to ethnic cleansing,
rethinking humanitarian intervention with a view to restoring the long-term viability of the
target states, and repudiating the argument for forced homogenization as a conflict
resolution strategy.
Anti-Jewish Violence in Poland, 1914–1920 This publication seeks to challenge established
thinking about the causes of violence in Northern Nigeria. It explores immediate and longterm effects of that violence through reflection, study, and survey of previous research.
The fundamental argument within is that ethnic, political and religious violence has
affected Christian perspectives and core values and thus has hampered efforts towards
just peacemaking.
Debating Nationalism Widespread anti-Jewish pogroms accompanied the rebirth of Polish
statehood out of World War I and Polish–Soviet War. William W. Hagen offers the pogroms'
first scholarly account, revealing how they served as brutal stagings by ordinary people of
scenarios dramatizing popular anti-Jewish fears and resentments. While scholarship on
modern anti-Semitism has stressed its ideological inspiration ('print anti-Semitism'), this
study shows that anti-Jewish violence by perpetrators among civilians and soldiers
expressed magic-infused anxieties and longings for redemption from present threats and
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suffering ('folk anti-Semitism'). Illustrated with contemporary photographs and constructed
from extensive, newly discovered archival sources from three continents, this is an
innovative work in east European history. Using extensive first-person testimonies, it
reveals gaps - but also correspondences - between popular attitudes and those of the
political elite. The pogroms raged against the conscious will of new Poland's governors
whilst Christians high and low sometimes sought, even successfully, to block them.
Handbook of International Relations In September 1938, the Munich Agreement delivered
the Sudetenland to Germany. Six months later, Hitler’s troops marched unopposed into
Prague and established the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia—the first non-German
territory to be occupied by Nazi Germany. Although Czechs outnumbered Germans thirty
to one, Nazi leaders were determined to make the region entirely German. Chad Bryant
explores the origins and implementation of these plans as part of a wider history of Nazi
rule and its consequences for the region. To make the Protectorate German, half the Czech
population (and all Jews) would be expelled or killed, with the other half assimilated into a
German national community with the correct racial and cultural composition. With the
arrival of Reinhard Heydrich, Germanization measures accelerated. People faced mounting
pressure from all sides. The Nazis required their subjects to act (and speak) German, while
Czech patriots, and exiled leaders, pressed their countrymen to act as “good Czechs.” By
destroying democratic institutions, harnessing the economy, redefining citizenship,
murdering the Jews, and creating a climate of terror, the Nazi occupation set the stage for
the postwar expulsion of Czechoslovakia’s three million Germans and for the Communists’
rise to power in 1948. The region, Bryant shows, became entirely Czech, but not before
Nazi rulers and their postwar successors had changed forever what it meant to be Czech,
or German.
The Impact of Ethnic, Political, and Religious Violence on Northern Nigeria, and a
Theological Reflection on Its Healing The study of emotions in International Relations is
gaining wide-spread attention. Within the "emotional turn" in IR the emotion of rage
however has not been given sufficient attention, instead being used as short-hand for
irrationality and excess. Rage is arguably one of the oldest and most destructive emotions
in human affairs. This book offers an innovative approach that seeks to split rage into its
traditional manifestation of aggression and violence, and into a less visible, passive
manifestation of Nietzschean Ressentiment. This model facilitates a comprehensive
understanding of revisionist motivation, from the violence of ISIS to the oppositionism of
Putin’s Russia. The aim is to illustrate how a lack of violence can belie vengeful impulses
and a silent rage, and how acts of violence, regardless of brutality, are often framed as a
type of justice and "moral imperative" in the mind of the aggressor. This book raises
serious questions and concerns about legitimacy and order in global affairs, and offers a
firm theoretical basis for the exploration of present day conflicts.
International Law, Human Rights and Public Opinion This volume seeks to understand the
central role of governments in intra-state conflicts. The book explores how the government
in any society plays two pivotal roles: as a deterrent against those who would use
violence; and as a potential danger to the society. These roles come into conflict with each
other, as those governments that can best deter potential rebels are also those that can
do the most harm to their citizens. Therefore, a balance must be achieved, raising difficult
tradeoffs for policy-makers. This volume marks a departure from studies of ethnic conflict
and civil war in recent years, which have focused on failed states, in considering the idea
that governments themselves may be the source of violence. The contributors not only
explore the balancing act that governments must perform, but also on the positive and
negative roles that the international community can play in these conflicts. In doing so, the
book covers a range of cases from both advanced and newer democracies to the most
conflict-prone parts of the world.
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Intra-State Conflict, Governments and Security Nationalism is now the dominant narrative
in Russian politics, and one with genuine popularity in society. Russian Nationalism and
Ethnic Violence is a theoretical and empirical study which seeks to break the concept of
"ethnic violence" into distinguishable types, examining the key question of why violence
within the same conflict takes different forms at certain times and providing empirical
insight into the politics of one of the most important countries in the world today.
Theoretically, the work promises to bring the content of ethnic identity back into
explanations of ethnic violence, with concepts from social theory, and empirical and
qualitative analysis of databases, newspaper reports, human rights reports, social media,
and ethnographic interviews. It sets out a new typology of ethnic violence, studied against
examples of neo-Nazi attacks, Cossack violence against Meskhetian Turks, and Russian
race riots. Russian Nationalism and Ethnic Violence brings hate crimes in Russia into the
study of ethnic violence and examines the social undercurrents that have led to Putin’s
embrace of nationalism. It adds to the growing body of English language scholarship on
Russia’s nationalist turn in the post-Cold War era, and will be essential reading for anyone
seeking to understand not only why different forms of ethnic violence occur, but also the
potential trajectory of Russian politics in the next 20 years.
Understanding Ethnic Conflict
Armenia and Azerbaijan Charles Tilly is among the most influential American sociologists
of the last century. For the first time, his pathbreaking work on a wide array of topics is
available in one comprehensive reader. This manageable and readable volume brings
together many highlights of Tilly’s large and important oeuvre, covering his contribution to
the following areas: revolutions and social change; war, state making, and organized
crime; democratization; durable inequality; political violence; migration, race, and
ethnicity; narratives and explanations. The book connects Tilly’s work on large-scale social
processes such as nation-building and war to his work on micro processes such as racial
and gender discrimination. It includes selections from some of Tilly’s earliest, influential,
and out of print writings, including The Vendée; Coercion, Capital and European States; the
classic "War Making and State Making as Organized Crime;" and his more recent and
lesser-known work, including that on durable inequality, democracy, poverty, economic
development, and migration. Together, the collection reveals Tilly’s complex, compelling,
and distinctive vision and helps place the contentious politics approach Tilly pioneered
with Sidney Tarrow and Doug McAdam into broader context. The editors abridge key texts
and, in their introductory essay, situate them within Tilly’s larger opus and contemporary
intellectual debates. The chapters serve as guideposts for those who wish to study his
work in greater depth or use his methodology to examine the pressing issues of our time.
Read together, they provide a road map of Tilly’s work and his contribution to the fields of
sociology, political science, history, and international studies. This book belongs in the
classroom and in the library of social scientists, political analysts, cultural critics, and
activists.
Understanding Ethnic Violence: Fear, Hatred, and Resentment in Twentieth-century
Eastern Europe Ethnicity is one of the most salient and enduring topics of social science,
not least with regard to its potential link to political conflict/violence. Despite, or perhaps
because of, the concept’s significant use, all too seldom has the field paused to consider
the state of our knowledge. For example, how do we define and conceive of ethnicity
within the context of political conflict? What do we really know about the causal
determinants of ethnic conflict? What has been the most useful development within this
literature, and why? This volume comprises reflections from an international range of
prominent political scientists all engaged in the study of ethnicity and conflict/violence.
They attempt to synthesize what the field does and does not know with regard to ethnic
conflict, as well as draw out the research directions for the immediate future in unique and
interesting ways. This book was originally published as a special issue of the journal
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Ethnopolitics.
The Prevention and Intervention of Genocide The original Handbook of International
Relations was the first authoritative and comprehensive survey of the field of international
relations. In this eagerly-awaited new edition, the Editors have once again drawn together
a team of the world's leading scholars of international relations to provide a state-of-theart review and indispensable guide to the field, ensuring its position as the pre-eminent
volume of its kind. The Second Edition has been expanded to 33 chapters and fully
revised, with new chapters on the following contemporary topics: - Normative Theory in IR
- Critical Theories and Poststructuralism - Efforts at Theoretical Synthesis in IR: Possibilities
and Limits - International Law and International Relations - Transnational Diffusion: Norms,
Ideas and Policies - Comparative Regionalism - Nationalism and Ethnicity - Geopolitics in
the 21st Century - Terrorism and International Relations - Religion and International
Politics - International Migration A truly international undertaking, this Handbook reviews
the many historical, philosophical, analytical and normative roots to the discipline and
covers the key contemporary topics of research and debate today. The Handbook of
International Relations remains an essential benchmark publication for all advanced
undergraduates, graduate students and academics in politics and international relations.
Ethnic Politics and Conflict/Violence In Ethnic Bargaining, Erin K. Jenne introduces a theory
of minority politics that blends comparative analysis and field research in the
postcommunist countries of East Central Europe with insights from rational choice. Jenne
finds that claims by ethnic minorities have become more frequent since 1945 even though
nation-states have been on the whole more responsive to groups than in earlier periods.
Minorities that perceive an increase in their bargaining power will tend to radicalize their
demands, she argues, from affirmative action to regional autonomy to secession, in an
effort to attract ever greater concessions from the central government. The language of
self-determination and minority rights originally adopted by the Great Powers to redraw
boundaries after World War I was later used to facilitate the process of decolonization.
Jenne believes that in the 1960s various ethnic minorities began to use the same discourse
to pressure national governments into transfer payments and power-sharing
arrangements. Violence against minorities was actually in some cases fueled by this
politicization of ethnic difference. Jenne uses a rationalist theory of bargaining to examine
the dynamics of ethnic cleavage in the cases of the Sudeten Germans in interwar
Czechoslovakia; Slovaks and Moravians in postcommunist Czechoslovakia; the Hungarians
in Romania, Slovakia, and Vojvodina; and the Albanians in Kosovo. Throughout Ethnic
Bargaining, she challenges the conventional wisdom that partisan intervention is an
effective mechanism for protecting minorities and preventing or resolving internal
conflict.
Emotions and Mass Atrocity Although collective emotions have a long tradition in scientific
inquiry, for instance in mass psychology and the sociology of rituals and social
movements, their importance for individuals and the social world has never been more
obvious than in the past decades. The Arab Spring revolution, the Occupy Wall Street
movement, and mass gatherings at music festivals or mega sports events clearly show the
impact collective emotions have both in terms of driving conflict and in uniting people. But
these examples only show the most obvious and evident forms of collective emotions.
Others are more subtle, although less important: shared moods, emotional atmospheres,
and intergroup emotions are part and parcel of our social life. Although these phenomena
go hand in hand with any formation of sociality, they are little understood. Moreover, there
still is a large gap in our understanding of individual emotions on the one hand and
collective emotional phenomena on the other hand. This book presents a comprehensive
overview of contemporary theories and research on collective emotions. It spans several
disciplines and brings together, for the first time, various strands of inquiry and up-to-date
research in the study of collective emotions and related phenomena. In focusing on
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conceptual, theoretical, and methodological issues in collective emotion research, the
volume narrows the gap between the wealth of studies on individual emotions and
inquiries into collective emotions. The book catches up with a renewed interest into the
collective dimensions of emotions and their close relatives, for example emotional
climates, atmospheres, communities, and intergroup emotions. This interest is propelled
by a more general increase in research on the social and interpersonal aspects of emotion
on the one hand, and by trends in philosophy and cognitive science towards refined
conceptual analyses of collective entities and the collective properties of cognition on the
other hand. The book includes sections on: Conceptual Perspectives; Collective Emotion in
Face-to-Face Interactions; The Social-Relational Dimension of Collective Emotion; The
Social Consequences of Collective Emotions; Group-Based and Intergroup Emotion; Rituals,
Movements, and Social Organization; and Collective Emotions in Online Social Systems.
Including contributions from psychologists, philosophers, sociologists, and neuroscience,
this volume is a unique and valuable contribution to the affective sciences literature.
Securing the Peace The Geography of Ethnic Violence is the first among numerous
distinguished books on ethnic violence to clarify the vital role of territory in explaining
such conflict. Monica Toft introduces and tests a theory of ethnic violence, one that
provides a compelling general explanation of not only most ethnic violence, civil wars, and
terrorism but many interstate wars as well. This understanding can foster new policy
initiatives with real potential to make ethnic violence either less likely or less destructive.
It can also guide policymakers to solutions that endure. The book offers a distinctively
powerful synthesis of comparative politics and international relations theories, as well as a
striking blend of statistical and historical case study methodologies. By skillfully combining
a statistical analysis of a large number of ethnic conflicts with a focused comparison of
historical cases of ethnic violence and nonviolence--including four major conflicts in the
former Soviet Union--it achieves a rare balance of general applicability and deep insight.
Toft concludes that only by understanding how legitimacy and power interact can we hope
to learn why some ethnic conflicts turn violent while others do not. Concentrated groups
defending a self-defined homeland often fight to the death, while dispersed or urbanized
groups almost never risk violence to redress their grievances. Clearly written and
rigorously documented, this book represents a major contribution to an ongoing debate
that spans a range of disciplines including international relations, comparative politics,
sociology, and history.
Religion, Ethnicity and Contested Nationhood in the Former Ottoman Space An original
argument about the causes and consequences of political violence and the range of
strategies employed. States, nationalist movements, and ethnic groups in conflict with one
another often face a choice between violent and nonviolent strategies. Although major
wars between sovereign states have become rare, contemporary world politics has been
rife with internal conflict, ethnic cleansing, and violence against civilians. This book asks
how, why, and when states and non-state actors use violence against one another, and
examines the effectiveness of various forms of political violence. In the process of
addressing these issues, the essays make two conceptual moves that illustrate the need to
reconsider the way violence by states and non-state actors has typically been studied and
understood. The first is to think of violence not as dichotomous, as either present or
absent, but to consider the wide range of nonviolent and violent options available and ask
why actors come to embrace particular strategies. The second is to explore the dynamic
nature of violent conflicts, developing explanations that can account for the eruption of
violence at particular moments in time. The arguments focus on how changes in the
balance of power between and among states and non-state actors generate uncertainty
and threat, thereby creating an environment conducive to violence. This innovative way of
understanding violence deemphasizes the role of ethnic cleavages and nationalism in
modern conflict. Contributors Kristin M. Bakke, Emily Beaulieu, H. Zeynep Bulutgil, Erica
Chenoweth, Kathryn McNabb Cochran, Kathleen Gallagher Cunningham, Alexander B.
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Downes, Erin K. Jenne, Adria Lawrence, Harris Mylonas, Wendy Pearlman, Maria J. Stephan
Collective Violence, Contentious Politics, and Social Change Understanding Ethnic Conflict
provides all the key concepts needed to understand conflict among ethnic groups.
Including approaches from both comparative politics and international relations, this text
offers a model of ethnic conflict's internationalization by showing how domestic and
international actors influence a country's ethnic and sectarian divisions. Illustrating this
model in five original case studies, the unique combination of theory and application in
Understanding Ethnic Conflict facilitates more critical analysis of contemporary ethnic
conflicts and the world's response to them.
Dilemmas of Diversity After the Cold War The Armenian-Azerbaijani conflict for control of
the mountainous territory of Nagorny Karabakh is the longest-running dispute in postSoviet Eurasia. Laurence Broers shows how more than 20 years of dynamic territorial
politics, shifting power relations, international diffusion and unsuccessful mediation efforts
have contributed to the resilience of this stubbornly unresolved dispute. Looking beyond
tabloid tropes of 'frozen conflict' or 'Russian land-grab', Broers unpacks the unresolved
territorial issues of the 1990s and the strategic rivalry that has built up around them
since.
Collective Identities and Post-War Violence in Europe, 1944–48 Violence is one of the most
important challenges, not only for public health systems, but also for public mental health.
Violence can have immediate as well as long-term and even transgenerational effects on
the mental health of its victims. This book provides a comprehensive and wide-ranging
assessment of the mental health legacy left by violence. It addresses the issues as they
affect states, communities and families, in other words at macro-, meso- and microlevels,
beginning by describing the impact of violence on neurobiology and mental health, as well
as the spectrum of syndromes and disorders associated with different forms of violence.
The work moves on to tackle violence at the international—and intranational—level before
zeroing in on the nature of violence in communities such as villages or city districts. It also
examines the results of violence in the family. Each type of violence has distinct effects on
mental health and in each chapter specific groups are explored in depth to demonstrate
the heterogeneity of violence as well as the diversity of its outcomes in the realm of public
mental health. Finally, the book addresses the notion of ‘undoing violence’ by detailing
case studies of effective interventions and prevention occurring in countries, communities
and families. These cases give us pause to reflect on the nature of resilience and dignity in
the context of violence and mental health. All the chapters have been written by leading
authors in the field and provide a state-of-the-art perspective. The authors, from different
fields of expertise, facilitate interdisciplinary and international insights into the impact of
violence on mental health.
Russian Nationalism and Ethnic Violence Winner of the Award for Excellence in
Government and Political Science (AAP) The Rwandan genocide has become a touchstone
for debates about the causes of mass violence and the responsibilities of the international
community. Yet a number of key questions about this tragedy remain unanswered: How
did the violence spread from community to community and so rapidly engulf the nation?
Why did individuals make decisions that led them to take up machetes against their
neighbors? And what was the logic that drove the campaign of extermination? According
to Scott Straus, a social scientist and former journalist in East Africa for several years (who
received a Pulitzer Prize nomination for his reporting for the Houston Chronicle), many of
the widely held beliefs about the causes and course of genocide in Rwanda are
incomplete. They focus largely on the actions of the ruling elite or the inaction of the
international community. Considerably less is known about how and why elite decisions
became widespread exterminatory violence. Challenging the prevailing wisdom, Straus
provides substantial new evidence about local patterns of violence, using original
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research—including the most comprehensive surveys yet undertaken among convicted
perpetrators—to assess competing theories about the causes and dynamics of the
genocide. Current interpretations stress three main causes for the genocide: ethnic
identity, ideology, and mass-media indoctrination (in particular the influence of hate
radio). Straus's research does not deny the importance of ethnicity, but he finds that it
operated more as a background condition. Instead, Straus emphasizes fear and intraethnic intimidation as the primary drivers of the violence. A defensive civil war and the
assassination of a president created a feeling of acute insecurity. Rwanda's unusually
effective state was also central, as was the country's geography and population density,
which limited the number of exit options for both victims and perpetrators. In conclusion,
Straus steps back from the particulars of the Rwandan genocide to offer a new, dynamic
model for understanding other instances of genocide in recent history—the Holocaust,
Armenia, Cambodia, the Balkans—and assessing the future likelihood of such events.
Prague in Black Building on the work of a new generation of historians, this volume
presents twelve papers from all parts of the former Ottoman space, from the Middle East
to the Balkans, showing new approaches to Ottoman provincial history.
Collective Emotions In the wake of World War II the Sudetenland became the scene of
ethnic cleansing, witnessing not only the expulsion of nearly 3 million German speakers,
but also the influx of nearly 2 million resettlers. Yet mob violence and nationalist hatred
were not the driving forces of ethnic cleansing; instead, greed, the search for power and
property, and the general dislocation of post-war Central and Eastern Europe facilitated
these expulsions and the transformation of the German-Czech borderlands. These
overlapping migrations produced conflict among Czechs, hardship for Germans and
facilitated the Communist Party's rise to power. Drawing on a wide range of materials from
local and central archives, as well as expellee accounts, David Gerlach demonstrates how
the lure of property and social mobility, as well as economic necessities, shaped the
course and consequences of ethnic cleansing.
Strategic Instincts Ethno-religious violence in Indonesia illustrates in detail how and why
previously peaceful religious communities can descend into violent conflict. From 1999
until 2000, the conflict in North Maluku, Indonesia, saw the most intense communal
violence of Indonesia’s period of democratization. For almost a year, militias waged a
brutal religious war which claimed the lives of almost four thousand lives. The conflict
culminated in ethnic cleansing along lines of religious identity, with approximately three
hundred thousand people fleeing their homes. Based on detailed research, this book
provides an in depth picture of all aspects of this devastating and brutal conflict. It also
provides numerous examples of how different conflict theories can be applied in the
analysis of real situations of tensions and violence, illustrating the mutually reinforcing
nature of mass level sentiment and elite agency, and the rational and emotive influences
on those involved. This book will be of interest to researchers in Asian Studies, conflict
resolution and religious violence.
The Geography of Ethnic Violence In Balkanschimmen doet bestsellerauteur Robert D.
Kaplan verslag van de reizen die hij aan het einde van de jaren tachtig door de Balkan
maakte. Hij voorzag een tragedie, die ieders voorstellingsvermogen te boven zou gaan.
Kaplan bezocht gebieden die destijds nog niet in de belangstelling stonden. Zijn verhaal
wekt weinig interesse totdat Joegoslavië in 1991 uiteenvalt en de voormalige Joegoslaven
zich aan gruweldaden jegens elkaar te buiten gaan. Balkanschimmen wordt in de
Verenigde Staten een invloedrijke bestseller, die Kaplans reputatie in één klap vestigt. De
Amerikaanse president Clinton zou zo onder de indruk van het boek geraakt zijn, dat hij
lang aarzelde alvorens zich in de Joegoslavische burgeroorlogen te mengen. Kaplan zelf
heeft overigens altijd gepleit voor ingrijpen door de buitenwereld, zoals onder meer blijkt
uit de bijdrage voor de New York Times die als epiloog in de Nederlandse editie van
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Balkanschimmen is opgenomen. Kaplan is ervan overtuigd dat, als Servië niet in toom
gehouden wordt, ook Bulgarije, Roemenië en Griekenland gevaar lopen. Kaplan wordt
inmiddels in één adem genoemd met visionairs als Francis Fukuyama en Samuel
Huntington. de Volkskrant Er zijn boeken die je niet loslaten, die in je hoofd blijven
rondspoken nadat je de laatste bladzijde hebt gelezen. De Haagsche Courant Robert D.
Kaplan is schrijvend redacteur van The Atlantic Monthly. Hij is auteur van onder meer Reis
naar de einden der aarde en Het einde van Amerika.
Debating the End of Yugoslavia This concise introduction offers an overview of the global
rise and spread of nationalism since the late 18th century. Reflecting on key themes and
existing scholarship it presents case studies and primary sources to track the emergence
of the modern nation, and understand how nationalism has given rise to phenomena such
as identity-based conflict, authoritarian politics and populist movements. Debating
Nationalism uses an inclusive perspective that goes beyond a Western European focus to
explore how nationalism has expressed itself in nation states and influenced a range of
political ideologies over the last 300 years. It engages with the key debates within
nationalism studies such as the origins of nations, the mechanisms and actors that
reinforce it and the dynamics of ethnic conflict. Using a historical lens to shed light on
contemporary issues, it also considers debates around migration, diversity and
authoritarian politics found in new nationalism in the modern day. This book includes a
dedicated chapter as a guide to key debates and further reading alongside a glossary of
terms to help students achieve a holistic understanding of the history of nationalism.
Just and Unjust Peace Hong Kong’s ‘Umbrella Revolution’ has been widely regarded as a
watershed moment in the polity’s post-1997 history. While public protest has long been a
routine part of Hong Kong’s political culture, the preparedness of large numbers of citizens
to participate in civil disobedience represented a new moment for Hong Kong society,
reflecting both a very high level of politicisation and a deteriorating relationship with
Beijing. The transformative processes underpinning the dramatic events of autumn 2014
have a wide relevance to scholarly debates on Hong Kong, China and the changing
contours of world politics today. This book provides an accessible entry point into the
political and social cleavages that underpinned, and were expressed through, the Umbrella
Movement. A key focus is the societal context and issues that have led to growth in a
Hong Kong identity and how this became highly politically charged during the Umbrella
Movement. It is widely recognised that political and ethnic identity has become a key
cleavage in Hong Kong society. But there is little agreement amongst citizens about what
it means to ‘be Hong Konger’ today or whether this identity is compatible or conflicting
with ‘being Chinese’. The book locates these identity cleavages within their historical
context and uses a range of theories to understand these processes, including theories of
nationalism, social identity, ethnic conflict, nativism and cosmopolitanism. This theoretical
plurality allows the reader to see the new localism in its full diversity and complexity and
to reflect on the evolving nature of Hong Kong’s relationship with Mainland China.
Western Intervention in the Balkans In the wake of massive injustice, how can justice be
achieved and peace restored? Is it possible to find a universal standard that will work for
people of diverse and often conflicting religious, cultural, and philosophical backgrounds?
The Order of Genocide Constructivist Theories of Ethnic Politics rebuilds theories of the
relationship between ethnicity, politics and economics on a "constructivist" foundation,
according to which ethnic identities can change over time, often in response to the very
phenomena they are used to explain. Taking the possibility of change in ethnic identity
into account, it shows, dismantles the theoretical logics linking "ethnic diversity" to
negative outcomes such as democratic destabilization or state collapse or secession. Even
more importantly, this book defines new research agendas by changing the questions we
can ask about the relationship between ethnicity, politics and economics.
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Political Violence in Southeast Asia since 1945 This book analyses the process of
‘reshaping’ liberated societies in post-1945 Europe. Post-war societies tried to solve three
main questions immediately after the dark times of occupation: Who could be considered
a patriot and a valuable member of the respective national community? How could
relations between men and women be (re-)established? How could the respective society
strengthen national cohesion? Violence in rather different forms appeared to be a powerful
tool for such a complex reshaping of societies. The chapters are based on present primary
research about specific cases and consider the different political, mental, and cultural
developments in various nation-states between 1944 and 1948. Examples from Italy,
France, Norway, Denmark, Greece, Ukraine, Lithuania, Belarus, Czechoslovakia, and
Hungary demonstrate a new comparative and fascinating picture of post-war Europe. This
perspective overcomes the notorious East-West dividing line, without covering the
manifold differences between individual European countries.
Constructivist Theories of Ethnic Politics
Politics of Ethnic Cleansing The Balkans has long been a place of encounter among
different peoples, religions, and civilizations, resulting in a rich cultural tapestry and
mosaic of nationalities. But it has also been burdened by a traumatic post-colonial
experience. The transition from traditional multinational empires to modern nation-states
has been accompanied by large-scale political violence that has resulted in the deaths of
hundreds of thousands and the permanent displacement of millions more. Mark Biondich
examines the origins of these conflicts, while treating the region as an integral part of
modern European history, shaped by much the same forces and intellectual impulses. It
reminds us that political violence and ethnic cleansing have scarcely been unique to the
Balkans. As Biondich shows, the political violence that has bedevilled the region since the
late nineteenth century stemmed from modernity and the ideology of integral nationalism,
employed by states that were dominated by democratizing or authoritarian nationalizing
elites committed to national homogeneity. Throughout this period, the Balkan proponents
of democratic governance, civil society, and multiculturalism were progressively
marginalized. The history of revolution, war, political violence, and ethnic cleansing in the
modern Balkans is above all the story of this tragic marginalization.
Media Discourse and the Yugoslav Conflicts In spite of the growing literature on discourse
analysis, the relationship of discourse to violent/non-violent outcomes of conflict is an
under-researched area. This book combines theories on ethnic conflict, identity
construction and discourse analysis with a comprehensive and inclusive survey of the
countries of the former Yugoslavia. It presents an understanding of the interrelationship
between 'words' and 'deeds' grounded through an extensively close analysis of film,
television and newspapers samples taken from the period. This combination of groundbreaking applications of theory with detailed empirical case studies will make Media
Discourse and the Yugoslav Conflicts of key interest to scholars across a range of social
sciences including sociology, discourse analysis, media, conflict and peace studies as well
as those concerned with ethnopolitical conflict.
Emotional Motives in International Relations This volume is comprised of over 2,300
annotations on a wide array of issues and topics germane to the subject of preventing the
atrocities of genocide and managing these conflicts when they do arise. Samuel Totten
brings together in one comprehensive collection the research and findings in various
fields, such as political science, sociology, history, and psychology, to enable specialists in
genocide studies, peace studies, and conflict resolution to benefit from the insights of a
diverse range of scholars and foster an understanding of how the various components of
genocide studies connect. Among the topics included are: key conventions, international
treaties, and covenants genocide early warning signals and forecasting risk data bases
sanctions peacekeeping missions conflict resolution the International Criminal Court
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realpolitik vis-à-vis the issue of genocide prevention and intervention key nongovernmental agencies key governmental and UN bodies working on these important
issues. In addition to the annotations, Totten frames the bibliography with a major essay
that introduces the reader to the subject of prevention and intervention of genocide,
raising a host of critical issues regarding the strengths, weaknesses, and limitations of
various approaches germane to issues of managing these conflicts.
Educations in Ethnic Violence In Educations in Ethnic Violence, Matthew Lange explores
the effects education has on ethnic violence. Lange contradicts the widely held belief that
education promotes peace and tolerance. Rather, Lange finds that education commonly
contributes to aggression, especially in environments with ethnic divisions, limited
resources and ineffective political institutions. He describes four ways in which organized
learning spurs ethnic conflicts. Socialization in school shapes students' identities and the
norms governing intercommunal relations. Education can also increase students'
frustration and aggression when their expectations are not met. Sometimes, the
competitive atmosphere gives students an incentive to participate in violence. Finally,
education provides students with superior abilities to mobilize violent ethnic movements.
Lange employs a cross-national statistical analysis with case studies of Sri Lanka, Cyprus,
the Palestinian territories, India, sub-Saharan Africa, Canada and Germany.
Balkanschimmen A nuanced range of interdisciplinary perspectives on the role of emotions
in moral and political reactions to mass violence.
Ethnic Bargaining This book examines postwar waves of political violence that affected six
Southeast Asian countries – Indonesia, Burma/Myanmar, Cambodia, Thailand, the
Philippines, and Vietnam – from the wars of independence in the mid-twentieth century to
the recent Rohingya genocide. Featuring cases not previously explored, and offering fresh
insights into more familiar cases, the chapters cover a range of topics including the
technologies of violence, the politics of fear, inclusion and exclusion, justice and ethics,
repetitions of mass violence events, impunity, law, ethnic and racial killings, crimes
against humanity, and genocide. The book delves into the violence that has reverberated
across the region spurred by local and global politics and ideologies, through the
examination of such themes as identity ascription and formation, existential and
ontological questions, collective memories of violence, and social and political
transformation. In our current era of global social and political transition, the volume’s
case studies provide an opportunity to consider potential repercussions and outcomes of
various political and ideological positionings and policies. Enhancing our understanding of
the technologies, techniques, motives, causes, consequences, and connections between
violent episodes in the Southeast Asian cases, the book raises key questions for the study
of mass violence worldwide.
Violence and Mental Health "At the heart of much work in international relations is the
attempt to understand why citizens and leaders act as they do-and over the last decade, a
growing body of research has shown that the "rational choice theory" that has long guided
this understanding is insufficient. People do not always behave rationally; instead, most of
us have psychological biases that cause us to behave "irrationally." As political science has
integrated this new behavioral research, the literature has tended to view such biases as
source of errors or mistakes. Yet for other fields-most notably evolutionary biology-the
same psychological biases are recognized as adaptive heuristics that evolved to improve
our decision-making, not to undermine it. In this book, Johnson uses his cross-disciplinary
training to push this evolutionary understanding of biases into the study of politics.
Specifically, he asks: when and how can psychological biases cause or promote success in
the realm of international relations? Johnson focuses on three of the most prominent
psychological biases-overconfidence, the fundamental attribution error (the tendency to
see others' actions as motivated by personality rather than the influence of
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external/situational factors) and in-group/out-group bias (favoring members of group one
identifies with over those one does not). He outlines the scientific research on each bias,
explores its adaptive advantages, and then gives detailed historical examples where the
bias seems to have caused strategic advantages, focusing on the American Revolution
(overconfidence), the UK and the appeasement of Hitler (fundamental attribution error)
and the Pacific campaign in WW2 (group bias). He then circles back to acknowledge the
"dark side" of biases when taken to the extreme, considering how confidence becomes
hubris, the attribution error becomes paranoia and group bias becomes racism. Ultimately,
Johnson argues that this evolutionary perspective is the crucial next step in bringing
psychological insights to bear on the foundational questions in the field"-The Economy of Ethnic Cleansing Timely and pathbreaking, Securing the Peace is the first
book to explore the complete spectrum of civil war terminations, including negotiated
settlements, military victories by governments and rebels, and stalemates and ceasefires.
Examining the outcomes of all civil war terminations since 1940, Monica Toft develops a
general theory of postwar stability, showing how third-party guarantees may not be the
best option. She demonstrates that thorough security-sector reform plays a critical role in
establishing peace over the long term. Much of the thinking in this area has centered on
third parties presiding over the maintenance of negotiated settlements, but the problem
with this focus is that fewer than a quarter of recent civil wars have ended this way.
Furthermore, these settlements have been precarious, often resulting in a recurrence of
war. Toft finds that military victory, especially victory by rebels, lends itself to a more
durable peace. She argues for the importance of the security sector--the police and
military--and explains that victories are more stable when governments can maintain
order. Toft presents statistical evaluations and in-depth case studies that include El
Salvador, Sudan, and Uganda to reveal that where the security sector remains robust,
stability and democracy are likely to follow. An original and thoughtful reassessment of
civil war terminations, Securing the Peace will interest all those concerned about resolving
our world's most pressing conflicts.
Citizenship, Identity and Social Movements in the New Hong Kong Conflicts involve
powerful experiences. The residue of these experiences is captured by the concept and
language of emotion. Indiscriminate killing creates fear; targeted violence produces anger
and a desire for vengeance; political status reversals spawn resentment; cultural
prejudices sustain ethnic contempt. These emotions can become resources for political
entrepreneurs. A broad range of Western interventions are based on a view of human
nature as narrowly rational. Correspondingly, intervention policy generally aims to alter
material incentives ('sticks and carrots') to influence behavior. In response, poorer and
weaker actors who wish to block or change this Western implemented 'game' use
emotions as resources. This book examines the strategic use of emotion in the conflicts
and interventions occurring in the Western Balkans over a twenty-year period. The book
concentrates on the conflicts among Albanian and Slavic populations (Kosovo,
Montenegro, Macedonia, South Serbia), along with some comparisons to Bosnia.
Rethinking Violence This book explores situations in which public opinion presents itself as
an obstacle to the protection and promotion of human rights. Taking an international law
perspective, it primarily deals with two questions: first, whether international law requires
States to take an independent stance on human rights issues; second, whether
international law encourages States to inform and mobilise public opinion with regard to
core human rights standards. The discussion is mainly organised within the framework of
the UN system. The work is particularly relevant to situations in which public opinion
appears as discriminatory attitudes based on race, gender, age, health, sexual orientation
and other factors. It is also pertinent to circumstances in which public opinion is
responsible for the existence of certain harmful customs and practices such as female
genital mutilation and capital punishment. Noting that the death penalty is increasingly
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recognised as an infringement of human rights, this study further challenges States’
argument that capital punishment cannot be abolished because of public opinion. The
book also discusses the role that education bears under international law in moulding
favourable attitudes towards human rights. Finally, the book challenges States’
acceptance that public opinion cannot be confronted in this respect.
The Balkans Countries rarely disappear off the map. In the 20th century, only a few
countries shared this fate with Yugoslavia. The dissolution of Yugoslavia led to the largest
war in Europe since 1945, massive human rights violations and over 100,000 victims.
Debating the End of Yugoslavia is less an attempt to re-write the dissolution of Yugoslavia,
or to provide a different narrative, than to take stock and reflect on the scholarship to
date. New sources and data offer fresh avenues of research avoiding the passion of the
moment that often characterized research published during the wars and provide
contemporary perspectives on the dissolution. The book outlines the state of the debate
rather than focusing on controversies alone and maps how different scholarly communities
have reflected on the dissolution of the country, what arguments remain open in scholarly
discourse and highlights new, innovative paths to study the period.
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